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       You take the thing that is the worst thing that could have happened to
you, the worst challenge in your life, and you turn it into fuel. You don't
give up. And that's what Gotham is about. 
~Scott Snyder

A post-9/11, modern take being Batman training people to be the
heroes they know they can be on their own. 
~Scott Snyder

Sometimes, all it takes is a few words to change your life. 
~Scott Snyder

I had to fight for wingdings. Batman needs to curse sometimes! 
~Scott Snyder

- If I tell you, will you let met go? - You bet, partner. [...] - You promised!
- Nope. I said "you bet." You did ... and you lost. 
~Scott Snyder

Does it matter how long they were together that night? To lovers, an
hour can last a century. But even for lovers, every hour ends. 
~Scott Snyder

I read THE WICKED + THE DIVINE last night, and no matter how high
your expectations are for it, its better. 
~Scott Snyder

Batman is the one you go to for answers and Clark Kent is the one you
go to to really do the right thing. He stands as a shining example of
what to do in any situation. 
~Scott Snyder

Jordie Bellaire knows how to tell a story with color. 
~Scott Snyder
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One of the things that's great is that Batman is a character that lends
himself to very personal stories. 
~Scott Snyder

Having that North Star for every story [about Batman] is really key for
me. It allows me to go farther and farther off the reservation. 
~Scott Snyder

If I know what something's about, and I can always have that
touchstone, I feel like I can reach for really ridiculous humor and also
go really dark in terms of the things I'm afraid of. 
~Scott Snyder

On this global stage, Superman is someone that we can all look up to
and he's almost kind of ultimately American. 
~Scott Snyder

With this particular series [The Cursed Wheel] I'm going farther in that
direction than I've tried before in terms of the elasticity of the
mythology. 
~Scott Snyder

KGBeast starts chasing our heroes in a big way, and you get the return
of an old character from the mythology that I think people will be really
excited to see. 
~Scott Snyder

It's one of the worst nightmare situations we could create for a young
character, having the people who are supposed to believe in you keep
telling you you're nothing. 
~Scott Snyder

I really wanted to make sure that if we set Duke up, that he's set up the
right way and he's his own hero for the right reasons. 
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~Scott Snyder

Duke is a character who believes that heroism and the Robin mantle
can exist entirely separate from Batman himself. 
~Scott Snyder

I always, always got to be the last man standing. 
~Scott Snyder
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